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Abstract: Through exploratory data analysis of datasets, summarizing their main characteristics,

and visualizing the collected data, this paper would give useful information about how the public

feels about the Russian-Ukrainian war and about cultural differences and similarities.
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I Introduction

During this research project, I intended to conduct a sentiment analysis on data scraped from

social media site Reddit pertaining to the Russian-Ukrainian war. This sentiment analysis was to

be done in order to gain an understanding of the collective opinion of Reddit users towards the

war. Sentiment analysis is a type of natural language processing that extracts and quantifies the

emotional content of text data using computational methods and assigns a score to the sequence

of characters as either positive, neutral, or negative. The Russian-Ukrainian war subject was

chosen because of its wide exposure on various social media platforms and communication

channels and its relevance to current events. This information can be utilized to further our

understanding of the general sentiment and find interesting insights on how people and nations

are reacting to the war. I decided to focus specifically on one social network, Reddit, as it

facilitates the posting of opinions via simple comments around the theme. Reddit allows an easy

and anonymous way to post opinions, which can yield more accurate and honest opinions from

the audience.

II Methods and Data

The first step is gathering the required sample data from the internet about the theme and then

cleaning and structuring the obtained raw data for further exploratory data analysis. I identified

the potential subreddits, which contain the public's opinions and could be a representative sample

of cultural sentiment. In the beginning of my research, I utilized the NLP pipeline (VADER to

assign the score and the NLTK package) and practiced with one blog post's comments. I then

extrapolated the results and applied the pipeline to scrape data and comments from the entire



subreddit in order to achieve a more comprehensive representation. The more data we have, the

larger the sample is, the more accurate the results. With the Python Reddit API wrapper

(PRAW), I scraped 1048 comments from the "UACommunity" subreddit, which contains

comments from three cultural groups and contains sufficient data in three languages. To compare

three cultural groups, I had to divide data into three separate pandas data frames using the

"langdetect" library, dividing each comment based on the language tags ('en', 'uk', and 'ru'). I

also encountered difficulties with the original VADER library and its alternative TextBlob during

my exploration, as they did not support the "Russian" and "Ukrainian" languages and only

supported "English." Therefore, after researching, I identified the "VADER Sentiment Analysis

Multilanguage". Using this particular library, I then processed the unstructured data to obtain

sentiment scores for the comments in all three languages and classified them as positive,

negative, or neutral.

Three tables represent the data frames for separate cultural groups; "headline" is the comment in the corresponding

language, and "language" label content is the tag: 'en,' ‘ru’, ‘uk’ respectively.

Tokenization

I also proceeded to tokenize and identify the most frequent words by utilizing the NLTK

package's tokenizer class and word tokenizer's RegexpTokenizer to extract tokens and character

sequences. In my dataset, using those tools, I identified the "stop words," which are typically



common words present in a language that add little to the meaning of the text. Consequently, I

removed them from the NLP tasks and continued tokenization and analysis of the rest,

generating charts for the most frequent words. In my investigation, the initial results (diagrams

on the left) are nearly identical, making it difficult to determine which words are most frequent.

Therefore, I used logarithmic time instead, because it allows for more meaningful data

visualization and analysis. Because the number of words in the dataset was large, the frequency

distribution was difficult to interpret since frequent words appear more often than less frequent

ones, as illustrated in diagrams on the left, which show a large, steep decline for both positive

and negative sets. In contrast, the logarithmic scale allows for some pattern recognition, and the

most frequently occurring words tend to cluster on the left side of the graph and then uniformly

decline. However, it is important to note that the limitations of my data are due to the fact that

VADER assigned a score to the comments as a whole, and then I tokenized the data, which

produced a lot of false positives. In future work, duplicate values, such as "Ukraine," "Russia,"

"war," and "attack," and others which appear in both sets (positive and negative), would have to

be filtered, producing more accurate results and allowing us to learn more deeply about

differences of words, and clearly define the most frequent negative and positive words. At the

same time, the significance of context and variations in word meanings could pose a problem, as

each word can be interpreted differently based on the context in which it is used and culture.

Thus, the limitations of my data can be addressed with improved techniques such as filtering and

accounting for context and culture in the interpretation of words, potentially defining the most



frequent positive and negative words separately for three cultures, and then performing analysis

and identifying trends and similarities.

III Histograms

By evaluating the data, I discovered that a considerable proportion of the comments had a neutral

sentiment score, making it impossible to acquire a clear understanding of the variations and

similarities in sentiment amongst the three ethnic groups. To solve the problem of neutral score

majority, I constructed a histogram in which each comment was represented as a dot on a

histogram based on whether it was positive or negative. Matplotlib and the hist2d function were

used to create histograms, with negative sentiment ratings on the x-axis and positive sentiment

scores on the y-axis. However, prior to beginning of analysis, it is necessary to understand the

significance of color and its intensity. When a high number of data points cluster together, the

color gets more strong and concentrated; otherwise, it becomes lighter and less vivid.

Histograms figures for sentiment analysis of  three cultural groups: Ukraine, English and Russian

Function to create a histogram: plt.hist2d(x, y, bins=5, range=None, density=False, weights=None, cmin=None,

cmax=None, data=None, cmap='viridis')

To examine my data, I also changed the value of the function's parameter "bins" from 5 to 10.

When the number of bins in the histogram increases, the histogram has a higher resolution and

displays more detail. When I used the value 5 for the bins, it was difficult to tell the difference

between the English and Russian comment representations, they were almost identical. Therefore



by increasing it to 10, histograms now reflect a narrower range of values, which allows for more

detailed observation of fluctuations in the data distribution.

IV Analysis and Interpretation

I would first check the data distribution focusing on the density and shape of the data points,

before analyzing the histograms. In Ukrainian comments, the distribution of emotion ratings was

skewed toward the positive end of the scale, with a higher proportion of comments scoring

positively. Ukrainian comments are divided into three high-density (intensely colored) regions:

some are concentrated in the lower-left, some in the upper-left, and some in the lower-right.

Ukraine is the only culture with a thick lower-right zone, signifying a positive collective

sentiment. The English comments data points are uniformly distributed across the histogram,

indicating that the data is balanced between positive and negative sentiment and has less intent.

The majority of the English remarks are in the lower left, but they are evenly spread, with a few

less noticeable locations in the lower right. The majority of the data points for the Russian

comments are in the lower left corner of the histogram.



Overall, histogram visualizations reveal a significant cultural difference in online debates about

the Russia-Ukraine war. Because the lower-right corner of the histogram has a high density, it

demonstrates that Ukrainian comments have a relatively high proportion of positive emotion,

which is unique compared to other cultures. Thus we can assume that Ukrainian views are more

hopeful about the war compared to other cultures. The equally dispersed data points across the

histogram indicate that the sentiment in English comments is largely balanced. As a result, the

majority of English remarks on the war are neutral, with nearly equal proportions of favorable

and negative opinions. Finally, since the majority of data points in the lower-left quadrant of the

histogram, Russian comments have a higher proportion of negative sentiment. Russian remarks

on the war are more pessimistic than English and Ukrainian comments. It is also worth noting

that, while Ukrainian comments contain a pretty high proportion of positive sentiment, they also

contain a relatively high proportion of negative sentiment, as evidenced by the density of data

points in the lower-left corner. Ukrainian reactions to the war are varied, with both positive and

negative feelings expressed.

V Conclusion

To conclude, this research results highlight the emotional similarities and differences between the

three cultures' sentiments. Taking the high overview, the Ukrainian comments are more positive

and nuanced, while English comments are neutral and balanced, and Russian comments are more

negative. Despite the fact that Ukrainians have largely been on the receiving end of the conflict,

their responses to the war show a complex mixture of emotions. Ukrainians feel both positive

emotions such as patriotism and pride, as well as negative ones such as frustration and sadness.

These nuanced responses among Ukrainians showcase that the conflict is much more

complicated than a simple binary between “us” and “them.” This can be contrasted with the

responses of Russians, who express almost exclusively negative emotions like, aggression and

mistrust. Therefore, while the English comments provide a more neutral and balanced viewpoint,

as they are not directly involved in the conflict, the contrast between the Ukrainian and Russian

responses clearly indicates that emotions are playing a big part in the conflict and war. The

difference in the responses to the conflict among Ukrainian, English, and Russian citizens

illustrate the diversity of human emotion. In the end, this analysis has demonstrated that the

cultural context has a significant impact on public opinion regarding the conflict in Ukraine.
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